Impact of passive smoking, cooking with solid fuel exposure, and MBL/MASP-2 gene polymorphism upon susceptibility to tuberculosis.
To explore the impact of passive smoking, cooking with solid fuel, mannose-binding lectin (MBL) gene, MBL-associated serine proteases 2 (MASP-2) gene, and gene-environment interactions on the susceptibility to tuberculosis (TB) in non-smokers. A total of 205 TB patients and 216 healthy controls were recruited to participate in this case-control study. PCR with sequence-specific primers (PCR-SSP) technology was leveraged to genotype rs7096206 of MBL genes and rs2273346 and rs6695096 of MASP-2 genes. Demographic data and information on exposures of participants were collected. Unconditioned logistic regression analysis was conducted to identify associations between the various factors and TB, and marginal structural linear odds models were used to estimate the interactions. Passive smoking and cooking with solid fuel were associated with the risk of TB, with odds ratios (OR) of 1.58 and 2.93, respectively (p<0.05). Genotype CG at rs7096206 of MBL genes (OR 2.02) and genotype TC at rs6695096 of MASP-2 genes (OR 1.67) were more prevalent in the TB patients than in healthy controls (p<0.05). The relative excess risk of interaction (RERI) between rs7096206 of MBL genes and passive smoking or cooking with solid fuel exposure was 1.86 (95% confidence interval (CI) 0.59-3.16) and 2.66 (95% CI 1.85-3.47), respectively. The RERI between rs6695096 of MASP-2 genes and cooking with solid fuel exposure was 3.70 (95% CI 2.63-4.78), which was also a positive interaction. However, the RERI between rs6695096 of MASP-2 genes and passive smoking was not statistically significant. Passive smoking, cooking with solid fuel, and polymorphisms of MBL (rs7096206) and MASP-2 (rs6695096) genes were associated with susceptibility to TB in non-smokers, and there were gene-environment interactions among them. Further studies are needed to explore details of the mechanisms of association.